Peter Winkleman Property
City of Syracuse

Region 7, Onondaga County

Site Setup:
Tire piles scattered, mixed with C&D waste. Limited access blocked by debris and scattered among trees.

Number of tires: 7,000 estimated.
Many inside of burned structure that cannot be entered. Hidden with C&D waste and mixed with soil piles.

Condition of tires:
Many truck and large tires mixed with passenger. Majority tires dirty, and mixed in with C&D waste. Mixture of mostly unrimmed tires with some rimmed.

Access to site:
Adjacent to City of Syracuse composting facility.

Concerns:
Many inside dilapidated building that may be deemed unacceptable to enter. Intermixed with C&D material and soil.
Current owner’s address:
GSI fo Virginia Inc.,
P.O. Box 6549
Syracuse, NY 13217

Facility Address
101 Greenway Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13217